Identification for Color Pictures from Stanford in 1974, from the Department’s 25th Anniversary Celebration

01 Jerzy Neyman
02 Sid Resnick
03 Brad Efron
04 Lucien Le Cam
05 Herman Chernoff
06 Gerry Lieberman (?)
07 Charles Stein and Ted Anderson
08 Charles Stein
09 Brad Efron
10 Brad Efron
11 Herman Chernoff
12 Charles Stein
13 Lincoln Moses
14 Lincoln Moses and wife
15 Kai Lai Chung and Jerzy Neyman (Erich Lehmann’s back to left)
16 Ingram Olkin
17 M. Vernon Johns
18 Ingram Olkin and Tom Sager
19 Ingram Olkin
20 Ken Arrow and Erich Lehmann
21 From left: Gordon Latta, Lincoln Moses, Ingram Olkin, Dick Devaux
22 Oscar Wexler
23 Al Bowker
24 ?? (Stein in background)
25 ? Neyman to right
26 ??
27 Charles Stein
28 ??
29 Louis Gordon
30 Rupert Miller and wife
31 Tom Cover
32 ?? with Henry Scheffé
33 Lucien Le Cam, ??, and Henry Scheffé
34 Dick Barlow and Niels Keiding
35 Ted Szatrowski
36 Oscar Wexler
37 Milton Sobel
38 Academic staff: Max Greenberg
[none missing]
59 From left: ?, Art Peterson, ?, Margie Peterson, Sue Leurgans, Bill Rogers, Dick Devaux
60 Judi Davis
61 Lynn Billard
62 ??
63 Jay Chmiel, ?, ?, Dick Devaux
64 Sid Resnick?
65 Academic staff
66 Lincoln Moses
67 Margie Peterson
68 Sid Resnick, Bill Rogers and others
69 Academic staff
70 Bill Brown
71 From right: Linda Thisted, Ron Thisted, Carol Ann and Robert Norland
72 Ingram Olkin
73 Nira Herrman Szatrowski
74 John Petkau and Joan Sander Chmiel
75 Al Bowker
76 Sid Resnick
77 Tom Sager
78 ?? and Bob Wolf
79 Al Bowker
80 ??
81 M. Vernon Johns
82 John Petkau
83 Beth Gladen and Jay and Joan Chmiel
84 Robert Leslie
85 Stanford administrator: Fred Terman
86 Al Bowker
87 Jay Chmiel
88 Fred Terman
89 Group including Mrs Rupert Miller and Lester Dubins
90 Ron Thisted
91 Vernon Johns, ?, Ted Anderson, ?
92 Fred Terman